Analyses of bound systems and low-energy scattering experiments give clear evidence of a departure from charge symmetry in the nuclear interaction.
INTRODUCTION
The introduction of isospin by Heisenbergl to describe the two charge states of the nucleon, proton and neutron, has proven to be a far-reaching contribution to the understanding of the structure of matter, and is still a problem of importance in nuclear and particle physics .2 Isospin is the first internal symmetry that has been introduced which acts on the particle identity independent of space-time. The extension of the SU(2) symmetry to higher internal symmetries SU(3), SU (4), . . . is extremely successful in the classification of the hadron spectrum and led to the recognition of more fundamental structures, quarks, from which all the hadrons are built.3 Furthermore, the requirement of local gauge invariance under SU(2) rotations4 played a central role in building the prototype of the modern renormalizable gauge theories which describe the fundamental interactions among the basic constituents of matter.
Isospin is broken by the electromagnetic and weak interactions which are flavor-dependent, i.e., they distinguish among the various types of quarks (u, d, s, c, . . .) . Yet, another source of isospin violation is the quark mass difference m, -md. In the limit m, -+ 0 and md --+ 0, the basic Lagrangian of quantum chromodynamics5 (&CD), th e candidate theory of the strong interactions, is SU(2)hx Sum invariant or, invariant under the isospin SU(~)L+R -SU(2)v group if mu = md. Although the origin of the masses of quarks and leptons is a deep unsolved problem, it is generally believed that the different masses are generated by the Higgs mechanism from different Yukawa couplings in the electroweak sector of the theory. In the standard SU(2) x U(1) model6 there are no zeroth-order relations among quark masses, which are thus introduced as free parameters. Isospin is not a natural symmetry in this model and, unless addi-I tional symmetries7 are introduced in the theory, mu and md are unrelated. The observed conservation of isospin to within a few percent would reflect the smallness of the u-and d-quark masses with respect to the hadronic scale (accidental symmetry) rather than the degeneracy of m, and ?nd (exact SU(2) symmetry).
Moreover, it is not likely that the isospin breaking effects would be generated radiatively within the framework of a broader scheme for the particle interactions.8
Early evidence of charge asymmetry in the nuclear interaction came from the precise measurement of binding energies in mirror nuclei,g which suggested a slightly stronger short-range n-n attraction to account for the observed differences. lO The construction of 'So charge asymmetric potentials from p -w and no -q mixings11112 has been successful in describing the charge symmetry breaking, and accounts for a significant part of the observed effects13j14 in the 3H -3 He mirror nuclei. At the hadronic level, the particle mixing parameters can be obtained from experiment in a model-independent way. 15 The particle mixing is parametrized in terms of a tadpole which depends linearly on the quark mass difference. Consequently, any charge asymmetric effect should vanish in the iSOSpin limit e --) 0, mu = md.
. The effect of the isospin corrections at the quark level has been examined by Chemtob and Yang16 and by Hwang17 using the resonating group approach in a quark cluster model. It is found that the isospin-violating contributions are enhanced in the quark description, relative to a mesonic description, due to the short-distance quark mass effects. l6 Furthermore, since the effect of quark exchange is sensitive to the nucleon radius, one could expect an enhancement of the charge symmetry breaking effects17 in a nuclear medium due a change of size of the nucleon. This could resolve l7 the anomaly observed in the binding energy of mirror nuclei, the "Nolen-Schiffer"
anomaly.g
The situation concerning the determination of charge-symmetry breakdown in low-energy N-N scattering experiments has been rather confusing. Since the properties of the neutron-neutron (n-n) interaction cannot be inferred from direct collision experiments, the extraction of the n-n scattering parameters is tied to the analysis of final-state interactions (FSI) where two or more nucleons are present in the final state. In the presence of three hadrons in the final state the theoretical calculation, which is generally based on the use of the Fadeev equations, becomes quite intrincate and the theoretical uncertainties difficult to evaluate. To avoid large errors in the extraction of the scattering parameters, the analysis is usually restricted to a limited kinematical region where n-n quasi-free scattering dominates. The often quoted value of the n-n 'SO scattering length a nn = -16.6 f 0.6 fm l8 based on a straight average of a large number of measurements, is smaller in absolute value than the Coulomb corrected value of app determined from low-energy p-p scattering: a,, = -17.1 f 0.2 fm lg thus suggesting a stronger p-p force.20 The above value for arm is heavily weighted by experiments with three hadrons in the final state and does not include a theoretical uncertainty. 21 On the other hand, the utilization of the capture reaction to study the properties of the n-n interaction is of special interest, since the three particles in the final state are detectable and only the two neutrons interact strongly. Hence, the extraction of the low-energy n-n scattering parameters is free from the theoretical uncertainties inherent to other nuclear reactions and the study is not restricted to a particular kinematical region, thus making it possible to obtain also the effective range parameter r,,.
A recent high-precision determination of unn from r-d --+ 7 nn 22)23 using a high statistics photon spectrum gives the value unn = -18.5 f 0.4 fm 24j25 consistent with the charge asymmetry in the 3H -3 He nuclei, but in contradiction with the results obtained from the study of nuclear reactions with three nucleons in the final state.
How to reconcile those contradicting results which differ by almost three standard deviations? A discrepancy which is clearly beyond experimental error. To find a way out of this dilemna, Slaus, Akaishi and Takaka26 suggest an ingenious mechanism to explain the difference between the radiative pion capture results and the results from the neutron-induced deuteron breakup reaction nd + pnn, which in turn differ according to the distinct kinematical region studied: a nn(nd + pnn, knock out) = -20.7 f 2.0 fm and a,,(nd + pnn, pick-up) = -16.7 f 0.5 fm. The mechanism is based on a specific model for the three-body forces and operates differently for neutron pickup and proton knockon processes, hence removing the apparent discrepencies. It has also been pointed out27 that a detailed study of the extended electromagnetic structure of the pnn state in the deuteron breakup reaction is relevant to the comparison with the scattering parameters obtained from (1.1).
Coon and Scadron have examined the charge asymmetric and charge dependent effects in the N-N interaction including two pion exchange contributions.28
The calculated effect on the charge asymmetry in the scatttering length follows: the value of unn depends mainly on the asymptotic behavior of the n-n wave function, and is largely independent of the short-range description of the nuclear force. The scattering length is determined at low energies of the n-n system, where the normalized spectrum is insensitive to the secondary effects In this paper we discuss the methods utilized previously23 in the description of the FSI in the lSo n-n scattering state, and develop a convenient formalism to include the FSI in the higher partial waves. The latter calculation has not been carried out in detail before due to the rather complex spin structure present in this reaction, which is manifest in the large number of independent invariant amplitudes.
Let us resume briefly the contents of this article. After discussing the eigenamplitude and multipole expansion in Section 2, we describe the FSI in the lS0 channel in Section 3 and in higher waves in Section 4. The discussion of the results and some concluding remarks are-given in Section 5. Some useful formulas are given in the Appendix.
MULTIPOLE EXPANSION OF EIGENAMPLITUDES
Since the neutron-neutron interaction acts differently for each transition from a given orbital momentum, the scattering amplitude has to be projected in partial waves by a multipole expansion to describe the n-n FSI in each scattering state of (1.1). In practice, this is a difficult task due to the presence of three particles in the final state and the rich spin structure present in this reaction.
Each multipole has to be coupled with the spin of the deuteron and expanded into singlet or triplet n-n amplitudes of given total angular momentum. To avoid unnecessary complications in our discussion we shall follow here a rather simple approach in constructing the eigenamplitudes, by decomposing the orbital angular momentum states into their tensor representation. The nucleon spin is taken into account by contracting the spin variables with the components of the orbital angular momentum tensor, according to the transformation properties corresponding to the total angular momentum of the n-n system. The multipole amplitudes are eigenvalues of angular momentum and parity rather than linear momentum.
We shall follow in this paper the notation and conventions of Refs. 35 and 36, henceforth referred to as I and II, respectively. The electric and magnetic multipole transitions are denoted by EX(aS'lL~) and MX(2S+1L~), where X is the total angular momentum of the photon, X 2 1, and J, L and S are the total angular momentum, the orbital momentum and the total spin of the two neutrons in the final state. The dipole, quadrupole and octopole states for the allowed transitions from the S state of the pionic-deuterium atom are listed for reference in Table 1 .
I
A state of orbital angular momentum L will be described by an irreducible tensor representation of the rotation group, with components TiI,i2,...,iL symmetric and traceless in each pair of indices
where p'= $(pi -$2) is the relative n-n momentum. The tensor components of the representation are normalized in each state L according to
where fi is a unit vector along some arbitrary direction, and PL(x) is a Legendre polynomial.
We have indicated in Table 2 the tensor decomposition of total angular momentum eigenamplitudes of the n-n system for the lower transitions. 
We shall neglect correction terms which are smaller by a factor p2/m2, k2/m2 and kp/m, which are of the same order of magnitude as the relativistic contributions.
To this approximation, we shall keep the electric dipole amplitudes E1(lSo), El(lDz), th e magnetic dipole M1(3Po), M1(3Pl), M1(3P2), the electric quadrupole E2(3P~) and E2(3P2), and neglect the higher multipole amplitudes given in Table 1 . For completeness, we also include the magnetic dipole amplitude M1(3Fz), although its contribution is very small.
In terms of the 2 x 2 matrices given in Table 2 where z = fi . i, and the scalar amplitudes fi are functions of the kinematic variables. The Aci) are listed in Table 1 of I. The number of invariants correspond to the number of independent helicity amplitudes for the capture of the pion from rest. We can express the scalar amplitudes fi in terms of the multipole amplitudes as follows:
It is not difficult to construct the invariant amplitudes in higher waves or extend the procedure introduced here to other particle reactions.
FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS IN THE ISo STATE
The large scattering length of the almost bound lS'0 N-N state dominates the low-energy scattering which is largely independent of the specific form of the nuclear potential.
To first approximation, it is expected that the energy spectrum of (1.1) will show little sensitivity to the model-dependent features of the theoretical analysis, since the force between the two neutrons at low energies have a large effect on the photon spectrum. Nonetheless, to improve the bounds of theoretical uncertainty to a limit where the determination of charge symmetry breaking is meaningful, a careful analysis is needed even if the scattering length is known to be very sensitive to any charge-dependent effect. Indeed, using the first order perturbation formula for the scattering length differences,2 6a = arm -aPP, 6a -= am a J dr u;(r)SV(r) , (3-l) where me is the 'So asymptotic wave function normalized by uc(r) = sin (kr + 6)/ sin 6, it follows that
with b the radius of the potential. Since the coefficient a/b in (3.2) is a factor of order 10, the charge dependent effects are largely magnified. Typically a 1% change in the potential produces a change of 3 fm in the scattering length. The contribution from nonelectromagnetic terms are of the order of (m, -md)/b, with A the QCD scale (taken here as the nucleon mass). Since this effect is at the 0.5% level, we could expect a 1.5 fm different for 6a. Consequently, we should maintain our theoretical uncertainties well below: 0.15-0.20 fm. In this section we discuss the different approaches used in the description of the FSI in the lS0 state of the neutron pair and present a method for evaluating some integrals appearing in the calculations.
Let us discuss first the problems encountered in the treatment of the FSI based on a specific nuclear potentia1.30~31~34 Le aving apart the computational complexity, the main obstacle encountered in this approach is a problem of sensitivity of the theoretical analysis to the scattering parameters. The standard N-N potentials are constructed to reproduce the proton-proton data, and thus correspond to a fixed set of values for the scattering length and effective range.
A model based on such potential, has only asymptotic sensitivity; i.e., only sensitivity to a variation of the low-energy parameters appearing in the n-n phase shift:
p Cot 60(p) = -l/Unn + i rnnp2 + . . . . Finally, we would like to have a convenient method for dealing with any n-n wave function, obtained from an arbitrary potential. This will allow us, in particular, to compare the result obtained from simple parameterizations with the shape of the spectrum obtained from realistic potentials38p46 for determined # values of the scattering parameters.
To this purpose, we obtain a closed-form solution for the asymptotic n-n wave function, and integrate the difference with the exact wave function within. the range of the nuclear interaction where the scattering wave function is modified.
Writing the transition amplitude as MS = #-)(p,r) rf(r)d3r J , (3.12) where $$ (-1 (p,~) denotes the S-wave of the outgoing neutrons with relative , and Izl<lZI . (3.19) Using the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials and integrating over r we It follows from the above equation that there is a branch cut from -q -i7 to q -i7 in the complex t-plane, with a discontinuity given by disc -b(r,zwd = -;P,(q2 -r2 -p2/2i7q) , (3.22) and thus -t.n 7 -i(P + Q) 7 _ qp _ q) + w-1 (7, P, 4 , (3.23) where We-1 (7, p, q) is a polymonial of degree e-1 in the variable (p2 +r2 -q2)/7q, and is determined by the condition that the function Il (7, p, q) is not singular near q = 0. In practice Wt-r is obtained after taking real and imaginary parts of + 4> 'k" (P'+ykl)) , (3.24) which corresponds to the result obtained in I in the zero range limit. In the above expression, the sum is over the number of poles 7~ of the deuteron wave function with residues CA, p is the asymptotic D-to S-ratio, and The functions S (7,p, q) and C (7,p, q) are defined by S(7,zu) = i en r2 + (P + qJ2 r2 + (P -q')2 ' and C(7,p, The calculation of the transition amplitude for an arbitrary nuclear potential is reduced to the numerical evaluation of the first integral in (3.15) 
in terms of
Aws(p, r) within the range of the nuclear forces. We show in Fig. 1 the difference function Aws (p, r) for various interesting examples discussed here. For practical purposes the integral vanishes beyond 3-4 fermis. We have indicated in Fig. 2 the effect in the shape of the normalized energy spectrum of different approximations used in the description of the final-state interactions in the 'Se state of the outgoing neutrons. The effect is almost indistinguishable at the level of the drawing for the various models considered. However, a significant departure is observed for the zero-range approximation and the dispersion relation solution.
We have not performed a systematic evaluation of the nonlocal effects on the low-energy scattering parameters, due to our present ignorance of the importance of the presence of short-range nonlocality in the nuclear forces. We know, however, from the work of Gibbs, Gibson, and Stephenson34 that if the nonlocal behavior near the origin is similar for the initial np and final nn systems, the effects on the spectrum are cancelled nearly completely.
FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS IN HIGHER WAVES
To include the effect of the 'n-n FSI in higher waves, we perform a partial wave expansion of the n-n scattering wave function. Pauli exclusion principle is taken into account by decomposing the transition amplitude into the rotational invariants given in Table 1 of I corresponding to the 12 amplitudes ji, which are in turn expanded into multipole eigenamplitudes using (2.8) . At low relative n-n momentum, only the P-waves are of some importance. The dominant contribution corresponds to the 3Po state of the neutron pair. However, the probability amplitude to find the neutrons in the final state of r-d + ynn in a 3Po state is zero in the impulse approximation. This is clear from Eq. (2.8), since the 3P~ amplitude contributes only to jz and, as shown previously in I, this amplitude is identically zero. Since we are computing a small correction, we shall use the distorted plane wave approximation to describe the higher n-n outgoing waves, and compute the higher wave enhancement keeping only the S-wave of the deuteron in the initial state (p = 0.0265). Going back to I, and looking at Eq. (2.11) of that reference, we see that only jr and j7 contribute to this approximation. Also, neglecting D and higher partial wave enhancement in the final state, we obtain from (2.8) the following result: fl = El('So) , j7 = ~zE~(~P~) , (4.1) and only the 3P2 enhancement survives. The effect from the 3 PI wave would have been three times bigger, and from the 3Po five times more important than the 3 P2 enhance ment. Let us now perform the explicit calculation. For a P-wave:
$$'(p, r) = 6ieib1(P)wp(p, r)j . P/pr , P- Mp=Te is ("P4 toss ("P4 cod
where the functions Sp (7, p, q) and Cp (7, p, q) are defined by Sp(7,p, q) = (P/q)S(r,P, q) + (7lq)C(7, p, q) '
and Cp(7, p, q) = (p/q)C(7, P, q) -(rlq)S (7, p, q) .
Only the 3P2 enhancement is relevant under the approximations discussed above.
The amplitude corresponds to an electric quadrupole transition E2(3P2).
The amplitudes ji are obtained by removing a given n-n partial wave from the symmetric or antisymmetric combination of plane waves for the spin singlet or triplet states, and adding the scattering eigenfunction $(-I (p, r) in the corresponding partial wave for specified boundary conditions. To fix our signs -2 cod SP (7, P, fL) + 12 case cosc51ei61 pk [G (w&) +tanb Cp (w,ik)]} , (4.10) with & = p'f !$ and 61 = 6(3P2j. Th e explicit formulas for the modifications of jr and j7 from the pion rescattering contributions is given in II.
DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We have presented evidence for charge symmetry breaking from the study of mirror nuclei and low-energy scattering experiments with nucleons. In our opinion, a consistent picture is emerging which suggests that the strong interaction is slightly more attractive for the n-n interaction than for the p-p system.
Some theoretical implications were discussed as well as the inconsistency with the "world average" value l8 for the n-n scattering length, unn, which implies a stronger p-p force. It is not clear at the present time, however, if this significant difference would be explained by the three-body forces for the pick-up and knockon reactions by the mechanism proposed by Slaus, Akaishi and Tanaka,26 since no conclusive evidence of three-body forces on scattering processes has been found yet4' Furthermore, the distinction between three-body forces and two-body offshell effects is still an open problem. 5o Further theoretical and experimental effort is needed to ascertain the validity of the proposed mechanism.51 The "world average" value is a straight average over some 40 measurements, most of them with three strongly interacting particles in the final state and with large uncertainties. There is no reason to give too much relevance to this value.
In the absence of colliding neutron beam experiments, the most unambiguous results from low-energy scattering reactions comes from the study of r-d + ynn.
We have made a careful analysis of the methods used in the calculation of the final-state interactions in this reaction. We have also developed a simplified approach for dealing with the n-n interaction in higher partial waves which, otherwise, is a cumbersome task due to the number of independent helicity amplitudes.
Our study shows that the relevant contribution from the triplet P-waves comes only from the 3P2 state, being itself a small effect. The contribution from the 3Po state is zero in the impulse approximation, and the effect from the 3P~ state is absent if we do not include the n state of the deuteron in the higher partial wave enhancement, this having a negligible effect. It is now clear why the previous calculations, without including a proper P-wave enhancement, gave a very good agreement with the photon spectrum of (1.1) at relatively high n-n momentum:
the dominant n-n P-waves are suppressed in the radiative pion capture from rest ,-*PI . ,-@'I = 6xX, , (A-3)
The analogous condition for the deuteron polarization vector f(p) are:
11'*(P) . 11' b-J') = &j PP' ' (A.5) + 2Re (jl ji + f2 fi + f2f4* + f2f6 + f3f4 -i-f3fi + j3 j; + j4 j; -j4 j; -2 f7f;o + f7f;l + hof;2 -2fllf;2)1 d= $ Re(fsf; + f6f;2+f8f;o--ft&) .
(A-8) Table 1 . Dipole, quadrupole and octopole transition amplitudes to a 2s+1L~ n -n final state from an S state of the pionic deuterium atom.
I Dipole
Quadrupole Octopole I Table 2 . Tensor decomposition of total angular momentum eigenstates of the n-n system. 
